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a b s t r a c t

Real-time embedded systems are often designed with different types of urgencies such as delayable or
eager, that are modeled by several urgency variants of the timed automata model. However, most model
checkers do not support such urgency semantics, except for the IF toolset that model checks timed auto-
mata with urgency against observers. This work proposes an Urgent Timed Automata (UTA) model with
zone-based urgency semantics that gives the same model checking results as absolute urgency semantics
of other existing urgency variants of the timed automata model, including timed automata with dead-
lines and timed automata with urgent transitions. A necessary and sufficient condition, called complete
urgency, is formulated and proved for avoiding zone partitioning so that the system state graphs are sim-
pler and model checking is faster. A novel zone capping method is proposed that is time-reactive, pre-
serves complete urgency, satisfies all deadlines, and does not need zone partitioning. The proposed
verification methods were implemented in the SGM CTL model checker and applied to real-time and
embedded systems. Several experiments, comparing the state space sizes produced by SGM with that
by the IF toolset, show that SGM produces much smaller state-spaces.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A popular model for real-time embedded systems is Timed Auto-
mata (TA) (Alur and Dill, 1994), for which several model checkers
such as SGM (Wang and Hsiung, 2002), RED (Wang, 2001), UPPAAL
(Bengtsson et al., 1995), and Kronos (Yovine, 1997) have been
developed to verify them formally. However, timed automata mod-
els assume a lazy semantics, that is, an enabled state transition
need not be taken as long as the invariant condition of the state
is not violated. Lazy transition semantics are too general to model
the urgent behavior found in many real-world systems such as
medical devices, home appliances, robotics, and others. Thus, the
TA model was extended with urgency semantics such as the Timed
Automata with Deadlines (TAD) (Bornot et al., 1997), Timed Auto-
mata with Urgent Transitions (TAUT) (Barbuti and Tesei, 2004),
Timed I/O Automata with Stopping Condition (Kaynar et al., 2003),
and Timed I/O Automata with Urgency (Gebremichael and Vaandr-
ager, 2005). These extended variants incorporate different syntax
for accurately modeling urgency. However, system verification
using such extended variants has not received as much attention
in the area of Computation Tree Logic (CTL) model checking (Clarke
and Emerson, 1981). This work focuses on proposing a class of TA
ll rights reserved.
with urgencies called Urgent Timed Automata (UTA), its corre-
sponding zone-based urgency semantics, and how an urgent timed
system state graph can be model checked against CTL properties.

Before urgency semantics were defined for timed automata,
state invariants were used to model urgent behavior by forcing a
TA to transit to successor states before the invariants are violated
due to time elapse. However, the invariant-based method was only
applicable to hard deadlines, where the stopping of time due to ur-
gency and the non-existence of any transition to take when time is
stopped resulted in a timelock. Stopping conditions associated with
timed I/O automata also result in similar timelocks. Different
methods were proposed to avoid timelocks such as associating a
transition with a deadline predicate (Bornot and Sifakis, 2000; Bor-
not et al., 1997; Sifakis and Yovine, 1996), with an urgency predi-
cate (Gebremichael and Vaandrager, 2005), or with a positive
rational parameter representing deadline (Barbuti and Tesei,
2004). However, there is very little research on how such models
with urgent semantics are to be verified using CTL model checking
(Clarke and Emerson, 1981). There is also no CTL model checker
that can directly model check these models without workarounds.
The IF toolset (Bozga et al., 1999) can model check timed automata
with urgency against properties written as observers, which are IF
processes that monitor and guide simulation.

The expressiveness of deadline predicates, urgency predicates,
and deadline parameters are all same (Gebremichael and
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Vaandrager, 2005; Barbuti and Tesei, 2004). Further, it has also
been shown that deadline predicates can be simplified into ur-
gency types, namely lazy, delayable, and eager. We thus decided
that we need only address the model checking of timed automata
having transitions associated with urgency types. We call this
model as Urgent Timed Automata (UTA). The major issue in this
work is how we restrict time progress so that the enabled urgent
transitions are taken as required by their semantics and the models
can be model checked.

The issues to be resolved in this work are as follows. The first is
a soundness issue, which means we need to determine an urgency
semantics for UTA models that is consistent with the conventional
TA model checking. As a solution, we propose a zone-based urgency
semantics that gives the same model checking results as the ur-
gency semantics of TAD and TAUT. The second is a completeness is-
sue, which means we need to determine the class of UTA that can
be model checked by a conventional TA model checker. As a solu-
tion, we found that UTA under the proposed complete urgency
restriction can be model checked. The third is a construction issue,
which means we need to find a method for enforcing urgencies
while guaranteeing time-reactivity, preserving complete urgency,
satisfying all deadlines, and not needing zone partitioning. As a
solution, we propose a novel zone-capping operation that is proved
to possess all the above characteristics.

In summary, our major contribution in this work is the proposal
of solutions to the above three issues, the theoretical proofs and
analysis of the solutions, and their implementation in the SGM
model checker along with application to several examples from
the real-time and embedded systems domain. The proposed solu-
tions mainly include the UTA model, the zone-based urgency
semantics, the complete urgency restriction, and the zone capping
operation, which result in time-reactive state graphs, satisfying all
deadlines, and without the need for zone partitioning.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous
work related to urgency modeling and verification. Basic defini-
tions used in our work are given in Section 3. Section 4 will formu-
late the solutions to solve the above described issues in model
checking UTA. Section 5 describes the algorithm, the theoretical
analysis, and its application to several examples. The article is con-
cluded and future research directions are given in Section 6.
2. Related work

Most works that extend the timed automata model with ur-
gency semantics (Barbuti and Tesei, 2004; Bornot and Sifakis,
2000; Bornot et al., 1997; Gebremichael and Vaandrager, 2005;
Sifakis and Yovine, 1996) are focused on the modeling aspects such
as expressiveness and compositionality. Except for the IF toolset
(Bozga et al., 1999), little attention has been paid to the verification
of systems modeled by these urgency extended models. In this sec-
tion, we first discuss the differences among the various model
extensions and then summarize on the state-of-the-art verification
techniques for these models.

Timed automata with deadlines (TAD) (Bornot and Sifakis, 2000;
Bornot et al., 1997; Sifakis and Yovine, 1996) proposed by Sifakis
et al. was among the first models that extended TA with urgency.
An urgent transition was associated with a deadline predicate,
which represents the condition when time progress must stop to
allow for the urgent transition to be taken. Once the urgent transi-
tion is taken, time progress can continue. TADs are time-reactive or
timelock-free, that is, the system never comes to a complete halt
due to the violation of a deadline and some enabled transition
can always be taken when time progress is stopped. Semantically,
a TAD state s is associated with a time progress condition (TPC)
cs ¼ :

W
i2Idi, where di is the deadline predicate of transition i 2 I
and I is the set of all outgoing transitions from state s (Bornot
et al., 1997). However, TPC is not suitable for model checking be-
cause it results in non-convex clock zones which require further
processing such as zone partitioning (Lin et al., 2005). It was also
shown that any TAD can be transformed into an equivalent TAD
with only eager and lazy transitions (Bornot et al., 1997).

An extension is called Timed Automata with Urgent Transitions
(TAUT) (Barbuti and Tesei, 2004), which associates with a TA a
small rational number called deadline parameter, l 2 Q>0, such that
urgent transitions must be taken within l time units after they are
enabled. The expressiveness of TAUT is the same as that of TAD, but
TAUT allows shorter deadline specifications. Another improvement
is that TAUT allows right-closed TPC, which cannot be handled by
TAD. A right-closed TPC is derived when we have an eager transi-
tion with a left-open deadline predicate and since time is dense we
do not know when to take that eager transition in a TAD; however,
with a deadline parameter l we can take the eager transition at
xt þ l, where xt is the lower bound of the deadline predicate and
l 2 Q>0 is made as small as possible.

The deadline predicates have also been applied to Timed I/O
Automata (TIOA) (Kaynar et al., 2003) which originally had a stop-
ping condition for specifying deadlines. Similar to state invariants,
stopping conditions may also result in timelocks. This extension of
TIOA associated urgent transitions with an urgency predicate,
which made them time-reactive by construction and closed under
composition. Invariant properties are proved by constructing time
progress predicates for each urgent transition and then taking the
conjunction of these time progress predicates as the condition for
time progress. However, a time progress predicate is the negation
of urgency predicate, which would result in non-convex clock
zones and thus make model checking difficult as it further requires
complex zone partitioning to keep them convex. The authors of
(Gebremichael and Vaandrager, 2005) remarked that by restricting
the clock zones in urgency predicates one can avoid non-convex
time progress predicates, however this is too strict a restriction.

From the above descriptions, we can observe that TAD and TIOA
with urgency use time progress conditions (predicates) that can re-
sult in non-convex clock zones, while TAUT adopts a TA transfor-
mation approach. Our work is similar to the transformation
approach of TAUT, however we do not need the deadline parame-
ter l and our approach is much simpler in terms of conformance
with the original TA model and region semantics. Similar to TAUT,
we allow zones with left-open transition enabling time intervals,
which are not allowed by TAD and TIOA with urgency. Further, un-
like all the other models, TAD, TAUT, and TIOA with urgency, we
separate prioritization from urgency, which constitutes a more
general and useful semantics. Our previous work on prioritization
of TA transitions (Lin et al., 2005) is applicable to the UTA model in
this work.

Support for modeling urgency in systems and verifying them
has been incorporated in tools such as IF (Bozga et al., 1999) and
UPPAAL (Bengtsson et al., 1995). The IF toolset is an environment
for modeling and validation of heterogeneous real-time systems
using TAD. It consists of two parts: a syntactic transformer, which
provides language level access to IF descriptions and has been used
to implement static analysis and optimization techniques, and an
open exploration platform, which gives access to the graph of pos-
sible executions. IF has been connected to some state-of-the-art
model checkers and test-case generators. IF can also model check
directly using observers. UPPAAL uses urgent channels that are ta-
ken as soon as they are enabled, however time constraints cannot
be associated with urgent channels. We pose no such restriction on
urgent transitions.

Fig. 1 shows how an eager transition is enforced using invari-
ants, TPC, and the newly proposed zone capping. We find that only
zone capping succeeds in associating the model with a correct and



Fig. 1. Enforcing urgency using different methods.
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intuitive semantics, in terms of time-reactivity and model check-
ing, as explained in the following. If a user specified an invariant
of z 6 3 to enforce the eager transition with trigger z P 3 to be ta-
ken as soon as enabled, then we might end up with some runs
being eliminated because if the mode clock zone is z P 5, then
when conjuncted with the invariant z 6 3, would be false. Thus,
invariants fail to enforce correct urgency semantics. Since a TPC
is constructed from the deadline predicates in transition triggers,
in this example, the TPC would be z < 3. However, when time stops
progressing at z ¼ 3, the mode is not yet entered so there is a time-
lock. Originally, TPC guaranteed time-reactivity only under the
condition that when time stops the transition is enabled. We have
violated this assumption to produce a timelock. Zone capping takes
the mode clock zone z P 5 also into consideration when stopping
time progress (bounding or capping the zone), thus no such
assumption is required. Zone capping thus provides a correct and
intuitive urgency semantics.

Several other work related to deadline specification include the
use of probabilistic timed automata to verify soft deadlines (Kwiat-
kowska et al., 2000), the timed extension for AltaRica – a language
for specifying constraint automata (Cassez et al., 2002), and the
timed extensions for SDL (Bozga et al., 2001), for MSC (Hogrefe
et al., 2001), and for TTCN (Hogrefe et al., 2001) specification lan-
guages in the INTERVAL project (INTERVAL, 1999). These are only
extensions in specification syntax and semantics, without address-
ing the verification of systems specified by those timed extensions.

3. Preliminaries

We first introduce the basic definitions required for the pro-
posed work. Given a set C of clock variables and a set D of discrete
variables over integers, a mode predicate g over C and D is defined
as: g :¼ falsejf ^ b, where f is a clock constraint over C and b is a
Boolean constraint over D. A clock constraint f is defined
as f :¼ x � cjx� y � cjf1 ^ f2, where x; y 2 C; c 2N;� 2 f6; <;
¼;P; >g, and f1; f2 are all clock constraints. A Boolean constraint
b is defined as b :¼ d � cjb1^ b2j:b3, where d 2 D and b1; b2; b3

are discrete variable constraints. Let BðC;DÞ represent the set of
all mode predicates over C and D.

Definition 1 (Urgent Timed Automaton). An Urgent Timed Autom-
aton (UTA) is a tuple A ¼ ðM;m0;C;D; L;v; T;XÞ such that: M is a
finite set of modes. m0 2 M is the initial mode. C is a set of clock
variables. D is a set of discrete variables. L is a set of synchroni-
zation labels, and a 2 L is a special label that represents asynchro-
nous behavior (i.e. no need of synchronization). v : M#BðC;DÞ is an
invariance function that labels each mode with a condition true in
that mode. T # M �M is a set of mode transitions.
X : T#hL;BðC;DÞ; fk; d; eg; ci is a description of T. For ease of
notations, we use the following short forms: XðtÞ ¼ hwðtÞ; sðtÞ;
lðtÞ;qðtÞi, where t 2 T. w : T#L associates a synchronization label
with a transition. s : T#BðC;DÞ defines the transition triggering
conditions, where sðtÞ ¼ fsðtÞ ^ bsðtÞ is the conjunction of a clock
zone and a Boolean condition associated with the transition.
l : T#fk; d; eg associates an urgency type with a transition,
including lazy, delayable, and eager, respectively, whose semantics
are as follows. An enabled lazy transition needs not to fire as long
as the invariant condition vðmÞ of the transition’s source mode m is
not violated. An enabled delayable transition must fire before it
becomes disabled due to time elapse. An eager transition must fire
as soon as it is enabled. q : T#c, where c is a partial function
mapping ðC [ DÞ to N, restricted to 0 for clocks in C, i.e., q is an
assignment function associated with each transition with clock
resetting.

The semantics of a UTA can be defined by its state and compu-
tation run as follows.

Definition 2 (State and run). A pair s ¼ ðm; mÞ is called a state of a
UTA Ai ¼ ðMi;m0

i ;Ci;Di; Li;vi; Ti;XiÞ if m 2 Mi and m maps each
clock from Ci to a non-negative real number in RP0 and each
discrete variable from Di to an integer in N such that m satisfies the
invariant viðmÞ. A sequence of state-transition pairs hs0!

t0 s1 . . . sni
is called a run if siþ1 is a successor state of si due to a mode
transition ti ¼ ðsi; siþ1Þ 2 Ti or due to a time transition that repre-
sents the elapse of time without changing mode. A state s is said to
be reachable if there exists a computation run hs0!

t0 s1 . . . si, where
s0 ¼ ðm0

i ; m0Þ is an initial state of Ai.

Definition 3 (Time progress and time reactivity). Given a state
s ¼ ðm; mÞ, if 9t 2 R; t > 0 such that st ¼ ðm; mþ tÞ is a reachable
state from s, then we say that time progress is possible in s, where
mþ t maps each clock x to mðxÞ þ t. If time progress is not possible
in s and there is no mode transition enabled in s, then we say that
there is a time lock in s. When there is no time lock in a UTA, we say
it is time reactive.

States can be grouped into zones and the infinite number of
states can be classified into a finite number of regions as defined
in the following.

Definition 4 (Region). Let cmax be the maximal constant integer
appearing in any clock constraint. Two states s ¼ ðm; mÞ and
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s0 ¼ ðm; m0Þ are said to be in the same region if either mðxÞ > cmax and
m0ðxÞ > cmax for all x 2 Ci or bmðxÞc ¼ bm0ðxÞc and ðmðxÞ � bmðxÞc >
mðyÞ � bmðyÞcÞ $ ðm0ðxÞ � bm0ðxÞc > m0ðyÞ � bm0ðyÞcÞ, for all x; y 2 Ci,
and mðdÞ ¼ m0ðdÞ, for all d 2 Di. Let ½s� denote the region to which s
belongs.

Definition 5 (Clock zone and zone). A convex union of regions is
called a clock zone. Given a mode m, a clock zone fm, and a Boolean
constraint bm, the tuple ðm; fm; bmÞ is called a zone if both fm and bm

satisfy the invariant of m. A state s ¼ ðm; mÞ is in a zone
z ¼ ðm; fm; bmÞ if m satisfies both fm and bm.

In most model checkers, the clock constraints are represented
by Difference Bound Matrices (DBM) (Dill, 1989).

Definition 6 (Difference Bound Matrix (DBM)). A clock zone f that
represents a clock constraint on n clocks in Ci ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng can
be implemented as a ðnþ 1Þ � ðnþ 1Þ matrix D, where
Dði; jÞ ¼ ð�; cÞ; � 2 f<;6g; c 2N [ f1g, represents the constraint
xi � xj � c; 0 6 i; j 6 n. Here, x0 ¼ 0.

Example 1 shows how a clock zone is represented by a DBM.

Example 1. Given two clock zones z1 and z2 such that
z1 ¼ ðx > 3Þ ^ ðy > 3Þ ^ ðx 6 6Þ ^ ðy 6 6Þ ^ ðx� y 6 2Þ ^ ðy� x 6 1Þ
and z2 ¼ ðx P 1Þ ^ ðy P 1Þ ^ ðx 6 7Þ ^ ðy 6 7Þ ^ ðx� y 6 3Þ^
ðy� x 6 3Þ. The two DBMs Dz1 and Dz2 representing z1 and z2,
respectively, are as follows.

Dz1 :

0 x y

0 6 0 < �3 < �3
x 6 6 6 0 6 2
y 6 6 6 1 6 0

2
6664

3
7775; Dz2 :

0 x y

0 6 0 6 �1 6 �1
x 6 7 6 0 6 3
y 6 7 6 3 6 0

2
6664

3
7775

Given a DBM D representing a clock zone f;Dð0; iÞ and Dði;0Þ are
respectively the lower and upper bounds for clock xi. Given two
DBM elements Dði; jÞ ¼ ð�; cÞ and Dði0; j0Þ ¼ ð�0; c0Þ, we can compare
them by saying Dði; jÞ < Dði0; j0Þ if either (1) c < c0 or (2) c ¼ c0 and
� is < and �0 is 6. The other relational comparisons between
Dði; jÞ and Dði0; j0Þ can be similarly defined.

Given two lower bound DBM elements Dð0; jÞ ¼ ð�; cÞ and
D0ð0; j0Þ ¼ ð�0; c0Þ, a difference operator between the two DBM ele-
ments can be defined as follows:

diffðDð0; jÞ;D0ð0; j0ÞÞ ¼
c0 � c if � and �0 are the same;
ðc0 � cÞþ if � 2 f<g; �0 2 f6g;
ðc0 � cÞ� if � 2 f6g; �0 2 f<g:

8><
>:

Here the exponents + and � are used to represent infinitesimally
larger and smaller numbers than those in the brackets, respectively.

For an integer c, we have the following relation: c� < c < cþ. Sim-
ilarly, given two upper bound DBM elements Dði;0Þ ¼ ð�; cÞ and
D0ði0;0Þ ¼ ð�0; c0Þ, a difference operator can be defined as follows.

diffðDði;0Þ;D0ði0;0ÞÞ ¼
c � c0 if � and �0 are the same;
ðc � c0Þþ if � 2 f6g; �0 2 f<g;
ðc � c0Þ� if � 2 f<g; �0 2 f6g:

8><
>:

Similarly, given an upper bound DBM element Dði;0Þ ¼ ð�; cÞ and a
lower bound DBM element D0ð0; j0Þ ¼ ð�0; c0Þ, a difference operator
can be defined as follows:

diffðDði;0Þ;D0ð0; j0ÞÞ ¼
c þ c0 if � 2 f6g and �0 2 f6g;
ðc þ c0Þ� otherwise:

�

Example 2 illustrates the relational comparisons between two DBM
elements.

Example 2. For the two DBMs Dz1 and Dz2 in Example 1, we can
calculate the following:
diffðDz1 ð0;1Þ;Dz2 ð0;1ÞÞ ¼ diffðDz1 ð0;2Þ;Dz2 ð0;2ÞÞ ¼ 2þ;
diffðDz1 ð1;0Þ;Dz2 ð1;0ÞÞ ¼ diffðDz1 ð2;0Þ;Dz2 ð2;0ÞÞ ¼ �1
and diffðDz1 ð1;0Þ;Dz2 ð0;2ÞÞ ¼ 5:

Since clocks progress at the same speed, the difference oper-
ator between two lower bound DBM elements represents the
time lag between entering the two zones represented by the
DBMs and the difference operator between two upper bound
DBM elements represent the time lag between leaving the two
zones. The difference operator between an upper and a lower
bound DBM elements represent the time lag between exiting
the first zone and entering the second zone. The difference defi-
nitions consider only a single clock at a time, so for actually
entering or leaving a zone, we need to define zone lags that con-
sider all clocks. Before defining zone lags, we need to ensure that
they are well defined, thus a deadline restriction is enforced as
given in Definition 7.

Definition 7 (Deadline restriction). Given two clock zones z1 and
z2 over the same set of clocks C, represented by DBMs Dz1 and Dz2 ,
respectively, we say the deadline of z1 is not later than that of z2,
denoted by z1 � z2, if for each clock xi 2 C;diffðDz1 ði;0Þ;
Dz2 ði;0ÞÞ 6 0.

To successfully apply our proposed zone capping method, there
is a deadline restriction on the clock zones associated with delay-
able transitions. The set of clock zones specified on delayable tran-
sitions in a UTA model should be a partially ordered set of zones, as
defined in Definition 8.

Definition 8 (Partially ordered set of zones). Given a set of clock
zones Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zng, we say Z is a partially ordered set of zones
if for every two zones zi; zj 2 Z, either zi � zj or zj � zi. Thus, there
exists a partial order among the zones such as zi1 � zi2 � � � � � zin ,
where i1; . . . ; in 2 f1; . . . ;ng.

The deadline restriction ensures that we can use the deadline of
a transition to cap the zone of a mode, without the need to calcu-
late the intersection of two transition deadlines.

The difference operators will be used to define zone lags in
Definition 9, which are well-defined due to the deadline
restriction.

Definition 9 (Zone entry lag, zone exit lag, and zone entry/exit
lag). Given two clock zones f1 and f2 for clocks in C, represented by
DBMs D1 and D2, respectively, the zone entry lag, zone exit lag, and
zone exit/entry lag between the two zones are denoted, respec-
tively, by enlagðf1; f2Þ, exlagðf1; f2Þ, and eelagðf1; f2Þ, and are
defined as follows:

enlagðf1; f2Þ ¼ max
16j6jCj

diffðD1ð0; jÞ;D2ð0; jÞÞf g;

exlagðf1; f2Þ ¼ min
16i6jCj

diffðD1ði;0Þ;D2ði;0ÞÞf g;

eelagðf1; f2Þ ¼ min
16i6jCj

diffðD1ði; 0Þ;D2ð0; iÞÞf g:

When enlagðf1; f2Þ is positive, it means f1 is entered later than
f2; when zero, it means they are entered at the same time; and
when negative, it means f1 is entered earlier than f2. When ex-
lagðf1; f2Þ is positive, it means f1 is exited later than f2; when zero,
it means they are exited at the same time; and when negative, it
means f1 is exited earlier than f2. When eelagðf1; f2Þ is positive, it
means f1 is exited after f2 is entered; when zero, it means they
are exited and entered at the same time; and when negative, it
means f1 is exited before f2 is entered. Note that there is no need
for the clock zones to intersect.
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Example 3. In Example 1, enlagðz1; z2Þ ¼ ð�1� ð�3ÞÞþ ¼
2þ; exlagðz1; z2Þ ¼ 6� 7 ¼ �1, and eelagðz1; z2Þ ¼ 6þ ð�1Þ ¼ 5,
which shows that z1 is entered later than z2 by at most 2þ time
units, z1 is exited earlier than z2 by at least 1 time unit, and z1 is
exited after z2 is entered by at most 5 time units.

For defining zone-based urgency semantics of a set of concur-
rent UTA, we first define complete urgency, which is a type of com-
position of UTA models.

Definition 10 (Complete urgency). During the composition of UTA
models that obey the deadline restriction, if an urgent transition
outgoing from a mode is eventually enabled, then complete urgency
requires that it is not disabled due to time elapse in the mode or in
any predecessor mode of that mode.

Definition 11 (Urgent timed system state graph (model composi-
tion)). Given an urgent timed system S with n components mod-
eled by UTA Ai ¼ ðMi;m0

i ;Ci;Di; Li;vi; Ti;XiÞ, where 1 6 i 6 n, the
system model is defined as a state graph represented by
A1 � � � � �An ¼AS ¼ ðM;m0;C;D; L;v; T;XÞ, where

� M ¼ M1 �M2 � � � � �Mn is a finite set of system modes such that
m ¼ m1m2 . . . mn is a system mode in M corresponding to UTA
modes mi 2 Mi;1 6 i 6 n,

� m0 ¼ m0
1m0

2 . . . m0
n 2 M is the initial system mode,

� C ¼
S

iCi,
� D ¼

S
iDi,

� L ¼
S

iLi,
� v : M#BðC;DÞ gives the invariant of a system mode such that

vðmÞ ¼ ^iviðmiÞ, where m ¼ m1m2 . . . mn 2 M,
� T # M �M is a set of system transitions that preserves complete

urgency and is segregated into two types:

1. asynchronous transitions: a transition e 2 T is asynchronous iff
9i;1 6 i 6 n; ei 2 Ti such that ei ¼ e, and

2. synchronized transitions: a transition e 2 T is synchronous iff
9i; j;1 6 i–j 6 n; ei 2 Ti; ej 2 Tj such that wiðeiÞ ¼ wjðejÞ ¼
l 2 Li \ Lj; e 2 T is the synchronization of ETA transitions ei

and ej, denoted as e ¼ eikej, with conjuncted triggering condi-
tions and union of all transitions assignments as defined later
in this definition.

� X : T#hL;Bð
S

iCi;
S

iDiÞ; fk; d; eg;2
S

i
Ci[ð
S

i
Di�NÞi is a description of

T. For ease of notations, we use the following short forms:
XðtÞ ¼ hwðtÞ; sðtÞ;lðtÞ;qðtÞi, where t 2 T . X is defined as follows:
– w : T#L associates a synchronization label with a system tran-

sition such that wðeÞ ¼ wiðeÞ for e ¼ ei or e ¼ eikej,
– s : T#Bð

S
iCi;
S

iDiÞ gives the triggering condition of a system
transition such that sðeÞ ¼ siðeiÞ for an asynchronous transi-
tion e ¼ ei and sðeÞ ¼ siðeiÞ ^ sjðejÞ for a synchronized transi-
tion e ¼ eikej,

– l : T#fk; d; eg gives the urgency type of a system transition,
such that lðeÞ ¼ liðeiÞ for an asynchronous transition e ¼ ei

and lðeÞ is as defined in Table 1 for a synchronized transition
e ¼ eikej,

– q : T#c, where c is a partial function mapping
S

iðCi [ DiÞ to
N, gives the assignments on a system transition such that
qðeÞ ¼ qiðeiÞ for an asynchronous transition e ¼ ei and
qðeÞ ¼ qiðeiÞ [ qjðejÞ for a synchronized transition e ¼ eikej.
Table 1
Urgency resolution for synchronized transitions.

liðeiÞ k k d k d e
ljðejÞ k d d e e e
lðeÞ k d d e e e
Complete urgency, in other words, also means that there is no
urgent transition that could have been enabled, but was disabled
due to time elapse in an ancestor mode of the source mode of that
urgent transition. For example, suppose there is a lazy transition
with trigger x P 0 going from mode m to m0 and suppose m0 has
an outgoing delayable transition with deadline x 6 8, then we
must take the lazy transition and enter m0 no later than x ¼ 8,
otherwise complete urgency restriction will not hold.

One might wonder if complete urgency is a very strict restric-
tion. We argue that though complete urgency is a restriction;
however, real system models often obey this restriction because
if deadline violations are to be handled then they are explicitly
modeled by a user. All the examples in Section 5.4 satisfy the
complete urgency restriction. Complete urgency holds for delay-
able transitions because the violation of a deadline (reaching
the source mode after the deadline of the transition has passed)
can always be modeled as a branching transition in some prede-
cessor mode of the source mode. Fig. 2 shows how the satisfac-
tion and the violation of a deadline can be modeled under the
complete urgency. Thus, we need only consider the satisfaction
of the deadline in the source mode, which basically is complete
urgency. Further, complete urgency also holds for eager transi-
tions because eagerness is similar to the as soon as possible
semantics, which means no behavior beyond the enabling time
of the eager transition need to be considered and this is what
complete urgency covers.

In Section 4, our zone-based urgency semantics will be pro-
posed on the system model that satisfies both the complete ur-
gency and the deadline restrictions, as described above. For
simplicity, henceforth we will assume the deadline restriction al-
ways holds, and simply talk about complete urgency.

Our model checking procedures for urgent timed automata are
implemented in the State-Graph Manipulators (SGM) model check-
er (Hsiung and Wang, 1998; Wang and Hsiung, 2002), which is a
high-level compositional model checker for real-time systems.
SGM model checks extended timed automata against temporal lo-
gic properties. For verifying an urgent timed system modeled by a
set of urgent timed automata, the system properties can be speci-
fied in some temporal logic. SGM uses the Computation Tree Logic
(Alur et al., 1990) as its logical formalism.

Definition 12 (Computation tree logic (CTL)). A computation tree
logic formula has the following syntax: / ::¼ gjEG/0jE/0U/00j–
/0j/0 _ /00, where g is a mode predicate, /0 and /00 are CTL formulae.
EG/0 means there is a computation from the current state, along
Fig. 2. Modeling under complete urgency.
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which /0 is always true. E/0U/00 means there exists a computation
from the current state, along which /0 is true until /00 becomes
true. Shorthands like EF;AF;AG;AU;^; and ! are standard (Henz-
inger et al., 1992).

Definition 13 (Model checking). Given an urgent timed system
state graph AS that represents an urgent timed system S, a sys-
tem state ðm; mÞ, and a CTL formula, /, expressing some desired
specification, model checking verifies if AS satisfies / at ðm; mÞ,
denoted by ðAS;m; mÞ 	 /. Model checking can be either explicit
using a labeling algorithm on the system state graph or symbolic
using a fixpoint algorithm on BDDs and DBMs.

4. Model checking urgent timed systems

Our target problem is to model and verify urgent timed systems
such as real-time embedded systems. A set of urgent timed auto-
mata is used to model such a system and model checking is used
to verify if the urgent timed system state graph, obtained by merg-
ing the set of UTA, satisfies user-given CTL properties. In this sec-
tion, we will propose solutions to the issues that were
introduced in Section 1. A precise definition of the semantics of ur-
gent timed automaton will be given in Section 4.1. A major exten-
sion to the conventional semantics involves setting the upper
bound of clock zones and its implementation using DBMs, which
is called zone capping, will be covered in Section 4.2. In Section
4.3, we will show how to cap mode zones for different composi-
tions of urgent outgoing transitions.

4.1. Absolute semantics of urgent timed automata

As defined in Definition 1, the urgency of a transition t is classi-
fied as lazy ðliðtÞ ¼ kÞ, delayable ðliðtÞ ¼ dÞ, and eager ðliðtÞ ¼ eÞ.
According to the definition of these transition urgencies in Defini-
tion 11, we formalize their absolute semantics in this subsection. As
shown in Fig. 3, consider a non-initial mode m 2 Mi of an urgent
timed automaton Ai ¼ ðMi;m0

i ;Ci;Di; Li;vi; Ti;XiÞ, which has an
incoming mode transition tin and an outgoing mode transition
tout . For simplicity, we first assume that m has a single incoming
and a single outgoing transition. From the two computation runs
in Fig. 3, we can make the following observations, where each state
sj ¼ ðmj; mjÞ.

State sequence hs0; . . . ; sk�1i leads to zone z ¼ ðm; fm; bmÞ. sk is
the first reachable state in zone z, that is, mj–m;8j;0 6 j < k and
mk ¼ m. se is the first reachable state in zone z in which transition
tout is enabled. Transition tout may be taken anytime starting from
state se before it is disabled, as in run p0, and sd is the first reachable
state in zone z in which transition tout is disabled before it is taken,
as in p.
Fig. 3. Comput
In Fig. 3, there are two kinds of computation runs p and p0 as
follows.

� Transition tout is enabled and then disabled, without
being taken:p ¼ hs0!

t0 s1 � � �!
tin sk!

tk skþ1 !
tkþ1 � � � se!

te seþ1 !
teþ1 � � � sd

!td sdþ1 !
tdþ1 � � �i, where starting from state sk, all states are in the zone

z ¼ ðm; fm; bmÞ, that is, mjðCiÞ ! fm and mjðDiÞ ! bm for all j P k. Let
P be set of all such computation runs p, where tout is never taken.

� Transition tout is enabled and is taken before being disabled:
p0 ¼ hs0!

t0 s1 � � �!
tin sk!

tk skþ1 !
tkþ1 � � � se!

te seþ1 !
teþ1 � � � st!

tout � � �i, where
the states sk; . . . ; st�1 are in the zone z ¼ ðm; fm; bmÞ. Let P0 be
the set of all such computation runs, where tout is enabled and
taken before being disabled.

Since there are infinite number of states in which transition
tout may be enabled and taken, let us consider clock regions as
defined in Definition 4. Given a region R, let P0R # P0 be the
subset of computation runs where tout is taken in region R, that
is, st 2 R.

The semantics of the transition behavior differ according to the
urgency liðtoutÞ associated with the transition as follows.

� Lazy transition ðkÞ: If tout is a lazy transition, that is, liðtoutÞ ¼ k,
then the set of reachable computation runs that passes through
mode m is Pðm; toutÞ ¼ P [P0, which means all runs, where tout

after being enabled is either taken or not taken before being dis-
abled, are reachable.

� Delayable transition ðdÞ: If tout is a delayable transition, that is,
liðtoutÞ ¼ d, then the set of runs through mode m is
Pðm; toutÞ ¼ P0, which means all runs where tout after being
enabled is taken no later than being disabled.

� Eager transition ðeÞ: If tout is an eager transition, that is,
liðtoutÞ ¼ e, then the set of reachable computation runs that
passes through mode m is Pðm; toutÞ ¼

S
RP

0
R;R ¼ ½se�, where

½se� is the region in which tout is enabled.

From above since
S

RP
0
R # P0 # P [P0, we can observe that ea-

ger transitions are the most restrictive ones and lazy transitions
are the most lenient ones, while the delayable transitions are in-
between.

4.2. Capping zones

The absolute semantics for urgency, as described in Section
4.1, are not practical for model checking. We propose a novel
zone-based urgency semantics that enforces urgency based on
the symbolic representation of clock constraints, namely clock
zones. As proved later in Section 5.2, zone-based urgency
semantics give the same model checking results as the TAD
or TAUT semantics. We will define a zone capping operation
ation runs.
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on the zones associated with modes that have urgent outgoing
transitions in an urgent timed system state graph. Under the
complete urgency restriction, our method is completely compat-
ible with the conventional TA model checking, thus any model
checker can be easily extended to model checking urgent timed
systems, without the need for zone partitioning (proved in
Section 5.3).

When a system is in a zone z ¼ ðm; fm; bmÞ such that the clock
zone has no upper bound, that is, Dmði;0Þ ¼ ð<;1Þ for all clocks
xi 2 C, or the upper bound allows the system to stay in the mode
m beyond that allowed by a delayable or an eager transition out-
going from the mode m, then we need to restrict the upper bound
of the zone. This kind of restriction is called zone capping. By cap-
ping a zone, a system is forced to exit the mode before the upper
bound is violated due to time elapse, otherwise the behavior of
the system will be undefined. Before defining zone capping, since
the upper bounds for delayable and eager transitions are differ-
ent, we need to first define the subzones that will be used as
upper bounds for zone capping. In the following, we define earli-
est subzone and final subzone that correspond to the upper
bounds for taking the eager transition and the delayable transi-
tion, respectively.

Definition 14 (Earliest subzone). Given a clock zone f, represented
by a DBM D, the earliest subzone ESub(f) is a subspace of f such
that the DBM De representing ESub(f) is defined as follows:

Deði;0Þ ¼
ð6; cÞ if Dð0; iÞ ¼ ð6;�cÞ; i > 0;
ð<; c þ 1Þ if Dð0; iÞ ¼ ð<;�cÞ; i > 0;

8><
>:

Deð0; jÞ ¼ Dð0; jÞ; j P 0;
Deði; jÞ ¼ ð6; 0Þ; i > 0; j > 0:

Definition 15 (Final subzone). Given a clock zone f, represented
by a DBM D, the final subzone FSub(f) is a subspace of f such that
the DBM Df representing FSub(f) is defined as follows:

Df ð0; jÞ ¼

ð6;�cÞ if Dðj;0Þ ¼ ð6; cÞ; j > 0;
ð<;�c þ 1Þ if Dðj;0Þ ¼ ð<; cÞ; j > 0;
Dð0; jÞ if Dðj;0Þ ¼ ð<;1Þ; j > 0;

8>>><
>>>:

Df ði;0Þ ¼ Dði;0Þ; i P 0;
Df ði; jÞ ¼ ð6; 0Þ; i > 0; j > 0:

Note that the DBMs for both ESub and FSub must be canon-
icalized before using them in further operations, which may
change the DBM elements besides the ones given in the above
definitions. A zone is called a subzone when it is the earliest
subzone or the final subzone for some clock zone. Zone capping
can be defined using a subzone as upper bound for a clock
zone.

Definition 16 (Zone capping). Given a clock zone f and a subzone
fs, represented respectively by DBMs D and Ds, the zone f can be
capped by fs into a new zone denoted by ZCapðf; fsÞ which is
defined by its DBM Dðf;fsÞ as follows:

Dðf;fsÞði;0Þ ¼minðDði; 0Þ;Dsði; 0ÞÞ; 8i;

Dðf;fsÞði; jÞ ¼ Dði; jÞ; 8j – 0:
ð1Þ

Examples and intuitive illustrations of earliest subzone, final
subzone, and zone capping are given in Fig. 4. It must be noted here
that after zone capping, we need to canonicalize the DBM Dðf;fsÞ
before they can be used for further processing in model
checking.
4.3. Enforcing urgencies

We now show how urgency is enforced in UTA by applying the
zone capping operation using the earliest and final subzones. Given
a mode m with zone ðm; fm; bmÞ and outgoing transitions classified
into three sets: a set of p delayable transitions Tm

d ¼ ftdjlðtdÞ ¼ dg,
a set of q eager transitions Tm

e ¼ ftejlðteÞ ¼ eg, and zero or more
lazy transitions, urgency is enforced by modifying the clock zone
fm into a newly capped zone f0ðmÞ as shown in Eqs. (2)–(5), where
p; q 2N; p ¼ jTm

d j, and q ¼ jTm
e j. If there is no urgent transition

ðp ¼ q ¼ 0Þ, then the mode clock zone fm is not modified, which
is shown in Eq. (2):

Case p ¼ q ¼ 0 : f0m ¼ fm; ð2Þ
Case p > 0; q ¼ 0 :

f0m ¼ ZCapðfm; FSubðfm \ fsðtdÞÞÞ;
for some td 2 ftdjexlagðfm \ fsðtdÞ; fm \ fsðt0

d
ÞÞ 6 0;8t0d 2 Tm

d g; ð3Þ
Case p ¼ 0; q > 0 :

f0m ¼ ZCapðfm; ESubðfm \ fsðteÞÞÞ;
for some te 2 ftejenlagðfm \ fsðteÞ; fm \ fsðt0eÞÞ 6 0;8t0e 2 Tm

e g; ð4Þ
Case p > 0; q > 0 :

f0m ¼

ZCapðfm;ESubðfm \ fsðteÞÞÞ
if eelagðfm \ fsðtdÞ; fm \ fsðteÞÞP 0;

ZCapðfm; FSubðfm \ fsðtdÞÞÞ
otherwise;

8>>><
>>>:

where td 2 ftdjexlagðfm \ fsðtdÞ; fm \ fsðt0
d
ÞÞ 6 0;8t0d 2 Tm

d g
and te 2 ftejenlagðfm \ fsðteÞ; fm \ fsðt0eÞÞ 6 0;8t0e 2 Tm

e g: ð5Þ

The intuitions behind the zone capping definitions are as follows.
When there is only one delayable transition td, we need to force
the system to leave mode m no later than the last subzone (before
td becomes disabled) and this is the final subzone (FSub) of the
intersection of fm and fsðtdÞ, which is FSubðfm \ fsðtdÞÞ. This final
subzone is used to cap fm. However, for multiple delayable transi-
tions, we need to select the one that becomes disabled the earliest,
which is the one with non-positive zone exit lag with all other
delayable transitions in Tm

d . This case is shown in Eq. (3).
When there is only one eager transition te, we need to force the

system to leave mode m no later than the first subzone (when te

becomes enabled), which is the earliest subzone (ESub) of the
intersection of fm and fsðteÞ, that is, ESubðfm \ fsðteÞÞ. This earliest
subzone is used to cap fm. However, for multiple eager transitions,
we need to select the one that becomes enabled the earliest, which
is the one with non-positive zone entry lag with all other eager
transitions in Tm

e . This case is shown in Eq. (4).
When there are delayable and eager transitions, in order to en-

sure time-reactivity or to avoid timelocks, we need to find a tran-
sition that is either disabled or enabled the earliest. The condition
eelagðfm \ fsðtdÞ; fm \ fsðteÞÞP 0 implies the earliest enabled eager
transition te becomes enabled not later than the earliest disabled
delayable transition td. If the condition holds, we use ESub to cap
fm. Otherwise, we use FSub. This case is shown in Eq. (5).

As an illustration of the various definitions used in zone cap-
ping, Fig. 4 shows the results of computing the final subzone and
the earliest subzone of a zone z1 and then these two subzones
are used to cap another zone z2. Fig. 4b clearly shows how the
zone-based urgency semantics differs from the absolute urgency
semantics in TAUT because the eager transition is allowed to be ta-
ken as late as in the earliest subzone of z1, while it must be taken
by ðx 6 3þ lÞ ^ ðy 6 3þ lÞ, where l is the deadline parameter. Note
that TAD does not allow left open time intervals, hence cannot han-
dle this case.



Fig. 4. Illustration of zone capping.
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5. Implementation, analysis, and application examples

The proposed method for model checking urgent timed systems
modeled by UTA has been implemented in the State-Graph Manipu-
lators (SGM) model checker (Wang and Hsiung, 2002), which is a
high-level compositional model checker for real-time systems. The
implementation of the algorithm for processing urgencies in a state
graph using zone capping is described in Section 5.1. UTA can be in-
put to SGM and model checked automatically against user-specified
CTL properties. Theoretical results such as semantics equivalence
and time reactivity are proved in Section 5.2. The proof of complete
urgency with deadline restriction being a sufficient and necessary
condition for avoiding zone partitioning is given in Section 5.3. It
is also shown how zone capping preserves complete urgency and
hence avoids zone partitioning, while satisfying all deadlines. Sev-
eral application examples given in Section 5.4 show how our ap-
proach is superior to the existing state-of-the-art methods and tools.

This is the first known implementation and handling of urgency
for timed automata in a CTL model checker itself. Other tools such
as UPPAAL does not support the urgency semantics described in
this work, while the IF toolset (Bozga et al., 1999) supports model-
ing of urgency, exhaustive simulation, and model checking using
observers only. Labeled transition systems (LTS) generated by IF
could blow up in size and even not terminate, as detailed in Section
5.4.

5.1. Urgency processing algorithm

The algorithm for processing urgency assumes that we already
have a system state graph, which represents the concurrent behav-
ior of a set of UTA and can be obtained by the merge manipulator in
SGM. The urgency processing algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1
works as follows. For each mode m in M, we count the number
of delayable and eager outgoing transitions (Steps 3 and 4). Then,
using the zone exit lag computation between two delayable transi-
tions, we find the delayable transition tminx that will become dis-
abled the earliest (Steps 5–12). Similarly, using the zone entry
lag computation between two eager transitions, we also find the
eager transition tmine that becomes enabled the earliest (Steps
13–20). If both tminx and tmine exist, then we compute the zone
exit/entry lag between them. If the lag is non negative, it means
Ztmine

is entered as late as when Ztminx
is exited, in which case the

mode zone is capped using tmine. Otherwise, the mode zone is
capped using tminx (Steps 21–31). The zone operations ZCap, ESub,
FSub, Intersect are used to modify the mode clock zone Zm

according to Eqs. (2)–(5).

Algorithm 1. Process urgencies in a state graph
input State Graph: G//Definition 11:
G ¼ ðM;m0;C;D; L;v; T;XÞ
1
 tminx ¼ tmine ¼ NULL;

2
 for each mode m 2 M

3
 num delayable ¼ count delayableðmÞ;

4
 num eager ¼ count eagerðmÞ;

5
 if num delayable > 0 then

6
 tminx ¼ td1

;

7
 for each delayable transition td–tminx outgoing from m do

8
 if exlag(Intersect)ðZm; Ztminx Þ, Intersect

ðZm; Ztd Þ > 0Þ then

9
 tminx ¼ td;

10
 end
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11
 end

12
 end

13
 if num eager > 0 then

14
 tmine ¼ te1 ;

15
 for each eager transition te–tmine outgoing from m do

16
 if (enlag(IntersectðZm; Ztmine Þ,

Intersect(Zm; Zte ÞÞ > 0) then

17
 tmine ¼ te;

18
 end

19
 end

20
 end

21
 if num delayable > 0 then

22
 if num eager > 0 and

eelag(IntersectðZm; Ztminx Þ,IntersectðZm; Ztmine ÞÞP 0
then
23
 Zm ¼ ZCapðZm;ESubðIntersectðZm; Ztmine ÞÞÞ;

24
 end

25
 else

26
 Zm ¼ ZCapðZm;FSubðIntersectðZm; Ztminx ÞÞÞ;

27
 end

28
 end

29
 else if num eager > 0 then

30
 Zm ¼ ZCapðZm;ESubðIntersectðZm; ZtmineÞÞÞ;

31
 end

32
 end

33
 return 0;//Result: stategraph G is modified through zone

capping
For an urgent system state graph, the complexity of the algo-
rithm is OðjMj � jTj � jCj2Þ. For each mode in M, we need to calcu-
late the zone exit lag for each outgoing delayable transition and the
zone entry lag for each outgoing eager transition. The zone lag
computations have OðjCjÞ time complexity. However, the zone cap-
ping, the subzone computation, and the intersection operations all
require OðjCj2Þ time complexity. Hence, the complexity of the algo-
rithm is OðjMj � jTj � jCj2Þ. Note that the state graph must be
pruned after zone capping because some outgoing transitions
may become invalid. As a result, the graph becomes smaller in size
and thus accelerates model checking.

5.2. Theoretical analysis

We give some theoretical results pertaining to our proposed
zone capping method for enforcing zone-based urgency semantics.
We first state that zone-based urgency semantics is equivalent to
absolute urgency semantics as advocated by the previous work
on urgency modeling (Barbuti and Tesei, 2004; Bornot et al.,
1997; Gebremichael and Vaandrager, 2005). Next, we state that
our method preserves time-reactivity for urgent timed automata.

Theorem 1 (The same model-checking results). The zone-based
urgency semantics of UTA and the absolute urgency semantics of TAD
and TAUT give the same model checking results, whenever the models
allow urgency semantics.

Proof. The proposed zone-based urgency semantics, as given in
Eqs. (2)–(5), uses the operations of earliest subzone, final subzone,
and zone capping from Definitions 14–16, respectively. One can
easily observe that the mode zone capping operation is performed
individually for each clock and each clock difference. This is valid
because the clock zones are geometrically convex polytopes and
capping amounts to restricting its bounding cells (hyperplanes)
individually. Hence, we need only discuss the proof for a basic
clock constraint such as x � c or x� y � c, where x; y are clocks, c
is an integer, and � 2 f<;6;P; >g.
For delayable transitions, the zone-based urgency semantics
described in Section 4.1 includes only those computation runs that
enforce all enabled delayable transitions to be taken before being
disabled, that is, mode zones are bounded by the final subzones of
the outgoing delayable transition that is disabled earliest. From the
definition of final subzone (Definition 15), one can observe that all
upper bounds are not changed, which shows that the zone-based
urgency semantics are the same as the absolute urgency semantics
for right open ðx < cÞ and right closed ðx 6 c) time intervals.

For eager transitions, the zone-based urgency semantics
described in Section 4.1 includes only those computation runs
that enforce an eager transition to be taken within the earliest
subzone in which it is enabled. For a left closed time interval, x P c,
the zone capping is performed at x ¼ c, which is semantically
equivalent to the absolute urgency semantics. However, for a left
open time interval, x > c, there is significant difference among UTA,
TAD, and TAUT urgency semantics. UTA urgency semantics
requires an eager transition with a left open time interval x > c
to be taken within the zone that is bounded by ðc; c þ 1Þ for clock x,
that is, the eager transition can be taken as early as x ¼ c þ d or as
late as x ¼ c þ 1� d, where d > 0 is an infinitesimally small amount
of time. As far as TAD urgency semantics are concerned, left open
time intervals are not allowed on eager transitions. TAUT urgency
semantics require an eager transition with a left open time interval
x > c to be taken within the zone that is bounded by ðc; c þ lÞ for
clock x, where l 2 Q>0 is the deadline parameter associated with
the TAUT. Since l is made as small as possible in the TAUT urgency
semantics, l < 1 always holds. Because ðc; c þ lÞ 
 ðc; c þ 1Þ, the
zone in which an eager transition is taken in the TAUT semantics is
a subzone of the zone in which the same transition is taken in the
UTA semantics. This means that all computation runs of a TAUT are
also runs of UTA. The UTA semantics include some more runs that
allow the eager transition to be taken in the zone with
x 2 ½c þ l; c þ 1Þ. However, it is well-known that the CTL model
checking results are the same for all states in the same region (Alur
and Dill, 1994). Since all states in ðc; c þ lÞ and in ½c þ l; c þ 1Þ
belong to the same region ðc; c þ 1Þ, the model checking results will
be the same for UTA and TAUT semantics. Notationally,
ðAUTA;mÞ 	 /() ðATAUT ;mÞ 	 / and ðAUTA;m0Þ 	 /()
ðATAUT ;m0Þ 	 /, where AUTA and ATAUT are the same model under
UTA and TAUT semantics, respectively, m and m0 are respectively
the source and destination modes of an eager transition with a left
open time interval, and / is a CTL property.

We have proved that the zone-based urgency semantics of
the proposed UTA model is the same as the absolute urgency
semantics of TAD and TAUT for right open, right closed, and left
closed time intervals. For left open time intervals, we have also
proved that the zone-based urgency semantics of UTA and the
urgency semantics of TAUT give the same model checking
results. Thus, the model checking results are the same for both
semantics. h

Theorem 2 (Time-Reactivity). The proposed zone capping method
for enforcing zone-based urgency semantics preserves time-reactivity
for urgent timed automata.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose UTA is not time reac-
tive. By Definition 3, there exists at least one state s with time lock,
which means time progress is not possible in s at some time t.
Under the zone-based urgency semantics, modes without urgent
transitions do not have upper bounded clock zones, which means
time progress is always possible in such modes. For a mode with
one or more urgent transitions, the clock zone is capped by either
a final subzone or an earliest subzone. In a final subzone,
FSubðfm \ fsðtdÞÞ, the delayable transition td is enabled and is taken
before being disabled. In an earliest subzone, ESubðfm \ fsðteÞÞ, the
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eager transition te is enabled and taken. Thus, the zone capping
operation always ensures that at least one transition is enabled
at the time t when time progress is stopped in state s. However,
this results in a contradiction because according to Definition 3,
no transition is enabled when time progress is stopped in s. Thus,
there is no such state s with time lock in UTA. Hence, the proposed
zone capping method for enforcing zone-based urgency semantics
preserves time-reactivity for UTA. h
Fig. 6. Zone partitioning for deadlines fx ¼ 2 ^ y ¼ 2; x ¼ 3 ^ y ¼ 3g.
5.3. Zone capping vs. zone partitioning

It is a common belief that model checking timed systems with
urgency requires zone partitioning (Gebremichael and Vaandrager,
2005) because model checking requires clock zones to be convex,
while the urgency processing (satisfaction) of deadline predicates
generates non-convex zones due to disjunction ð–

W
idi). Zone par-

titioning transforms a non-convex zone into a set of convex zones.
It was suggested in a previous work (Gebremichael and Vaandrag-
er, 2005) that we should restrict clock zones in urgency predicates
to avoid generating non-convex time progress predicates (zones).
It was neither shown how the restrictions should be performed
nor how complex the process could be. For urgent timed systems
with complete urgency, it is shown here how the proposed zone
capping method avoids non-convex zones and thus neither needs
zone partitioning nor any restrictions on urgency predicates.

We use a simple example to illustrate our claims and then gen-
eralize upon the results. Given three concurrently enabled transi-
tions as shown in Fig. 5, two of which are delayable transitions
and one lazy transition. The set of deadline predicates of the two
delayable transitions is fx ¼ 2 ^ y ¼ 2; x ¼ 3 ^ y ¼ 3g. To satisfy
the deadline predicates, zone partitioning constructs five disjoint
partitions of the 2-clock RP0 �RP0 zone space, for example,
fx 6 2 ^ y 6 2;2 < x 6 3 ^ y 6 3;2 < y 6 3 ^ x 6 2;3 < y; x > 3^
y 6 3g is one possible way of partitioning and is illustrated in
Fig. 6.

To satisfy the same set of deadline predicates, zone capping
bounds mode zones into three types of zones, namely fx 6 2^
y 6 2; x 6 3 ^ y 6 3; x P 0 ^ y P 0g. The urgent timed system state
graph of the three concurrent transitions in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 7,
where the mode predicates are the results of zone capping. From
Theorem 2, we know that the graph is time-reactive and we can
also easily observe that all deadline predicates are satisfied. This
shows that zone capping allows all deadline predicates to be satis-
fied without zone partitioning or zone restriction.

Further, as illustrated in Fig. 8, if we construct a state graph
based on zone partitioning, it has 42 modes. The state graph is
much larger in size than that produced by zone capping applied
to a state graph, which has only 16 modes. This shows that zone
capping is not only computationally less expensive by avoiding
zone partitioning, but is also more memory efficient by producing
smaller state graphs. This difference in state graph sizes occurs
mainly due to the different composition semantics adopted in zone
Fig. 5. Example for comparing zone partitioning and zone capping.
capping and in zone partitioning. Under the complete urgency
composition restrictions, zone capping produces smaller state
graphs that are time reactive and satisfies all deadlines. The smal-
ler state graphs, in turn, make model checking more time and
memory efficient. If we also enforce the complete urgency restric-
tion on the zone partitioning based state graph (Fig. 8), in fact, we
get a graph that is similar to the one obtained by zone capping
(Fig. 7).

In general, we prove in Theorem 3 that complete urgency with
deadline restriction is a necessary and sufficient condition for
avoiding zone partitioning. Further, we prove in Theorem 4 that
zone capping preserves and is the only operation required to pre-
serve the complete urgency restriction and thus does not need
zone partitioning. Further, it is also shown in Theorem 5 that zone
capping satisfies all deadline predicates.

Theorem 3. Necessary and sufficient condition for avoiding zone
partitioning
Zone partitioning can be avoided during the composition of urgent

timed automata if and only if complete urgency composition restric-
tion is maintained.

Proof. We first prove the sufficiency and then the necessity.
Sufficient: Deadline predicates can be represented by zones,

thus depending on the urgency type we can use the earliest or final
subzones to generate a partial order for the deadline predicates.
Without loss in generality, assume d1 � d2 � � � � � dk for a mode m
with k urgent outgoing transitions ti, deadline predicates di, and �
denoting the precedence relation.

To satisfy the first deadline predicate d1, the corresponding
zone within which t1 must be taken is z1 ¼ ZCap
ðfm; Subðfm \ fsðt1ÞÞÞ, where Sub could be ESub or FSub depending
on the urgency type of t1. Due to complete urgency, the satisfaction
of all other deadline predicates di; i > 1, can be considered later in
the runs starting from m, thus currently besides z1, we need not
consider the remaining part of the zone fm, i.e., fm � z1, which is
beyond z1 in time. Hence, we do not need zone partitioning, which
is generally used to convert fm � z1 into a set of convex zones. The
satisfaction of di; i > 1 will be considered later in the runs from m.



Fig. 7. State graph of comparison example after zone capping.

Fig. 8. State graph of comparison example using zone partitioning.
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Necessary: Suppose complete urgency does not hold, that is,
there exists at least one urgent transition ti in a computation run,
which was disabled due to time elapse in some mode m. We thus
need to consider the possibly non-convex zone fm � fsðtiÞ, where
the zone subtraction operator - in general requires zone partition-
ing. Hence, complete urgency is necessary for avoiding zone
partitioning. h

Theorem 4 (Complete urgency semantics). Zone capping preserves
the complete urgency restriction in an urgent timed system state
graph.

Proof. From Eqs. (2)–(5), we observe that the proof is trivial
because all zone capping is performed at the deadline of the earli-
est disabled delayable transition or of the earliest enabled eager
transition. This means that no enabled urgent transition is disabled
due to time elapse in a mode, in other words, complete urgency
restriction is preserved. h
Theorem 5 (Deadline satisfaction). Zone capping method allows all
deadline predicates to be satisfied.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose there exists a deadline
predicate x � c in some urgent timed system state graph that is not
satisfied after zone capping is applied to the state graph. For delay-
able transitions, deadline violation means the transition is enabled
and is not taken before it is disabled due to time progress. From
Eqs. (3) and (5) (with p > 0), we can see that if there is a delayable
transition, the source mode zone is capped either at the final subz-
one of the clock trigger of the earliest disabled transition or at the
earliest subzone of an eager transition if the eager transition is
enabled before the earliest disabled delayable transition is disabled
(the eelag() condition). This means zone capping does not allow
any delayable transition’s deadline to be violated due to time pro-
gress. Hence, there is no such delayable transition. For eager tran-
sitions, deadline violation means the transition is enabled and is
not taken within the subzone in which it is enabled. Similarly, from
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Eqs. (4) and (5) (with q > 0), we can observe that if there is an
eager transition, the source mode zone is capped either at the ear-
liest subzone of the clock trigger of the earliest enabled transition
or at the final subzone of a delayable transition if the delayable
transition is disabled before the earliest enabled eager transition
is enabled. This means zone capping does not allow any eager tran-
sition’s deadline to be violated due to time progress. Hence, there is
also no such eager transition.

From the above analysis, we can observe that there is neither a
delayable nor an eager transition, whose deadline is violated by
zone capping. Hence, our assumption is false, and all deadline
predicates are satisfied after zone capping is applied. h

Corollary 1. Zone capping produces time-reactive state graphs that
satisfy all deadlines, preserves complete urgency, and does not need
zone partitioning.

Proof. The results can be trivially derived from Theorems 2–5. h

5.4. Application examples

Besides SGM, there are no other known CTL model checkers that
have implemented the proposed urgency semantics. The closest
work that we have found is the IF toolset (Bozga et al., 1999),
Table 2
Application examples.

No. System nðjMij=jTijÞ

1 Water sprinkler 2 (2/2, 2/2)
2 Heating apparatus 2 (2/2, 2/2)
3 Error checker 2 (2/3, 2/2)
4 Priority arbiter 3 (3/4, 3/4, 3/4)
5 Periodic processes 2 (3/3, 3/3)
6 Lip synchronization (VF) 4 (2/2, 1/1, 5/5, 4/5)
7 Lip synchronization (SF) 3 (1/1, 2/2, 6/7)

n: # of UTA, VF: Video first, SF: Sound first,
P

p: # delayable trans,
P

q: # eager trans,

Fig. 9. Lip synchroniz
which performs model checking using observers. The UPPAAL
model checker has implemented urgent channels and committed
locations, however these cannot be used to model the urgency
semantics described in this work. We first show why urgent chan-
nels and state invariants cannot model the urgency semantics.
Then, we compare SGM with IF using six examples from the
embedded real-time systems domain, which show that our ap-
proach as implemented in SGM always terminates and is more
efficient.

We found two problems while modeling urgency in UPPAAL, as
follows: (1) an eager transition with time constraints could not be
modeled by an urgent channel because an urgent channel cannot
be associated with any time constraint, (2) a delayable transition
when forced out of a state using invariants in UPPAAL could result
in timelocks, and (3) the priority on transitions and processes can-
not force a model to exit a state as required by delayable or eager
transitions. Out of the six examples we tried, as shown in Table 2,
only one could be modeled in UPPAAL using state invariants with-
out resulting in timelocks, namely periodic processes, because
there was no communication between the periodic processes.

We compared our urgency semantics implementation in SGM
with that in IF using six typical examples as summarized in Table
2, which have various combinations of eager and delayable transi-
tions. For each example, we also specified a few CTL properties to
verify the urgency semantics, which could not have been possible
Urgency
P

p
P

q

Single delayable 1 0
Concurrent eager 0 4
Branching eager 0 4
Branching eager/delayable 1 9
Single eager/delayable 2 4
Complex eager/delayable 1 10
Complex eager/delayable 2 7

models and input files: http://embedded.cs.ccu.edu.tw/~esl_web/Project/Ch/SGM/.

ation algorithm.

http://embedded.cs.ccu.edu.tw/~esl_web/Project/Ch/SGM
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if we used UPPAAL or any other model checker without urgency
semantics. Due to page-limits, only the most complex example,
namely Lip Synchronization, is illustrated and described here,
while the models and input files of all examples are available on
the web (Table 2). A toy example is used to illustrate the differ-
ences between SGM, UPPAAL, and IF.

The Lip Synchronization algorithm was first described in the
synchronous language Esterel (Stefani et al., 1992). Then specifica-
tions in a number of different formalisms were presented. The lip
synchronization algorithm tries to synchronize audio and video
streams as long as their arrival times are within certain time inter-
vals. It is a typical real-time protocol for distributed multimedia
systems. Bowman et al. (Bowman et al., 1998) verified the lip syn-
chronization algorithm using the UPPAAL model checker. However,
they also described the limitations in UPPAAL in detecting time-
locks and in the ‘‘hand-wired” construction of timeout operators
and watchdog timers, which could easily lead to timelocks. Since
the lip synchronization algorithm distinguished between the initial
Table 4
Experiment execution time (s).

Example 1 2 3 4 5

IFa 0.04 0.02 0.01 N/T 0.08
IFb 0.01 0.01 0.01 N/T 0.03
SGMc 0.02 0.02 0.01 6.16 0.27

t7: Video clock.
a Using DBM and DFS traversal with partial order reduction (-dfs -po).
b Using DBM and -tf -dfs -po parameters.
c No reduction, N/T: Non-Terminating.

Table 3
State graph sizes produced by SGM and IF.

Example 1 2 3 4 5

Size jMj jTj jMj jTj jMj jTj jMj jTj jMj
IFa 31 65 12 17 8 14 N/T 341
IFb 17 28 10 13 7 11 N/T 339
SGMc 9 11 8 9 4 5 200 327 116

t7: Video Clock.
a Using DBM and DFS traversal with partial order reduction (-dfs -po).
b Using DBM and -tf -dfs -po parameters.
c No reduction, N/T: non-terminating.

Fig. 10. Comparing between zone cap
arrival of video or sound, it was easy to partition the algorithm into
two parts for verification. The models for initial arrival of video and
that of sound are given in Fig. 9. The main job of lip synchroniza-
tion is to compute vmins, the difference between the rate of the
sound stream and the video stream. If vmins is out of some prede-
fined range, it means that the streams are out of synchronization.
We verified the following CTL property, where mode v07 repre-
sents out of synchronization: AGð!modeðVideoSyncÞ ¼ v07Þ.

In Fig. 9, we can see that it is much straightforward to model
systems with urgency using UTA in SGM, compared to the con-
struction of timeout operators and of watchdog timers, using UP-
PAAL committed locations and urgent channels as in (Bowman
et al., 1998). As shown in Table 3, we experimented with different
video input streams for the lip synchronization algorithm, by
restricting the video input clock such as t7 2 ½3;4�, that is a video
frame comes every 3 to 4 time units. The results of comparing
SGM with IF for the six examples are given in Table 3. We can ob-
serve that the state-graphs with urgency handling as generated by
6 7

t7 2 ½3;4� t7 2 ½3;5� t7 2 ½3;4� t7 2 ½3;5�

N/T N/T N/T N/T
N/T N/T N/T N/T
2.14 4.55 2.58 3.36

6 7

t7 2 ½3;4� t7 2 ½3;5� t7 2 ½3;4� t7 2 ½3;5�

jTj jMj jTj jMj jTj jMj jTj jMj jTj
759 N/T N/T N/T N/T
673 N/T N/T N/T N/T
194 178 184 700 892 155 165 506 594

ping, state invariant, and IF LTS.
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SGM are all smaller in size than the labeled transition systems
generated by IF. For the larger examples such as the priority arbiter
and the lip synchronization algorithm, the exhaustive simulation
in IF does not terminate, while SGM can generate manageable state
graphs that can be model checked. Table 4 shows the running time
of all the experiments.

To show how the LTS generated by IF differs from our zone-based
urgency handling in SGM, we use a small example, as illustrated in
Fig. 10, where the delayable transition with trigger x 6 20 when sim-
ulated in IF, using -tf -dfs -po parameters, results in an LTS with
five states and eight transitions (the initial state and initial transition
are also taken into account by IF). In comparison, the urgency seman-
tics in SGM produces a state-graph with only two states and three
transitions. Moreover, using state invariants in UPPAAL results in
only a single initial state due to timelock as shown in Fig. 10.

From the above experiments, we can observe that our zone-
based urgency semantics as implemented in SGM has the following
advantages. First, compared to the state-of-the-art CTL model
checkers, modeling and verifying systems with urgency semantics
has become feasible, straightforward, flexible, and consistent with
model checking. Second, compared to the IF toolset, the urgency
handling is more symbolic and the sizes of the state graphs are
thus much reduced, which makes model checking more efficient.
Third, timelocks are naturally avoided due to the UTA semantics
and urgency handling, thus we need not use invariants for enforc-
ing urgency now. A limitation of the proposed zone-based urgency
semantics in SGM is that only one type of composition (complete
urgency) is proposed and implemented for urgent transitions.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed the verification of urgent timed systems,
modeled by urgent timed automata (UTA), using a zone-based ur-
gency semantics for CTL model checking. We have proposed a no-
vel zone capping operation, which enforces the semantics of
urgency types in UTA and produces time-reactive state graphs that
satisfy all urgency deadlines. A necessary and sufficient condition,
called complete urgency, is also proved for avoiding zone partition-
ing. It is shown that complete urgency is preserved by the newly
proposed zone capping method. Several application examples
illustrate how our method for verifying real-time embedded sys-
tems with urgency is more symbolic and efficient compared to
the state-of-the-art model checkers such as IF. In the future, we
will consider different types of urgency compositions.
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